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ABSTRACT
Expertise retrieval has been largely unexplored on data other than
the W3C collection. At the same time, many intranets of univer-
sities and other knowledge-intensive organisations offer examples
of relatively small but clean multilingual expertise data, covering
broad ranges of expertise areas. We first present two main exper-
tise retrieval tasks, along with a set of baseline approaches based on
generative language modeling, aimed at finding expertise relations
between topics and people. For our experimental evaluation, we
introduce (and release) a new test set based on a crawl of a univer-
sity site. Using this test set, we conduct two series of experiments.
The first is aimed at determining the effectiveness of baseline ex-
pertise retrieval methods applied to the new test set. The second
is aimed at assessing refined models that exploit characteristic fea-
tures of the new test set, such as the organizational structure of the
university, and the hierarchical structure of the topics in the test set.
Expertise retrieval models are shown to be robust with respect to
environments smaller than the W3C collection, and current tech-
niques appear to be generalizable to other settings.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.1 Content Anal-
ysis and Indexing; H.3.3 Information Search and Retrieval; H.3.4
Systems and Software; H.4 [Information Systems Applications]:
H.4.2 Types of Systems; H.4.m Miscellaneous

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
Expertise search, expert finding, intranet search, language models

1. INTRODUCTION
An organization’s intranet provides a means for exchanging in-

formation between employees and for facilitating employee collab-
orations. To efficiently and effectively achieve this, it is necessary
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to provide search facilities that enable employees not only to access
documents, but also to identify expert colleagues.

At the TREC Enterprise Track [22] the need to study and un-
derstandexpertise retrievalhas been recognized through the intro-
duction of Expert Finding tasks. The goal ofexpert findingis to
identify a list of people who are knowledgeable about a given topic.
This task is usually addressed by uncovering associations between
people and topics [10]; commonly, a co-occurrence of the name
of a person with topics in the same context is assumed to be evi-
dence of expertise. An alternative task, which using the same idea
of people-topic associations, isexpert profiling, where the task is to
return a list of topics that a person is knowledgeable about [3].

The launch of the Expert Finding task at TREC has generated a
lot of interest in expertise retrieval, with rapid progress being made
in terms of modeling, algorithms, and evaluation aspects. However,
nearly all of the expert finding or profiling work performed has
been validated experimentally using the W3C collection [24] from
the Enterprise Track. While this collection is currently the only
publicly available test collection for expertise retrieval tasks, it only
represents one type of intranet. With only one test collection it is
not possible to generalize conclusions to other realistic settings.

In this paper we focus on expertise retrieval in a realistic setting
that differs from the W3C setting—one in which relatively small
amounts of clean, multilingual data are available, that cover a broad
range of expertise areas, as can be found on the intranets of univer-
sities and other knowledge-intensive organizations. Typically, this
setting features several additional types of structure: topical struc-
ture (e.g., topic hierarchies as employed by the organization), orga-
nizational structure (faculty, department, . . . ), as well as multiple
types of documents (research and course descriptions, publications,
and academic homepages). This setting is quite different from the
W3C setting in ways that might impact upon the performance of
expertise retrieval tasks.

We focus on a number of research questions in this paper: Does
the relatively small amount of data available on an intranet affect
the quality of the topic-person associations that lie at the heart of
expertise retrieval algorithms? How do state-of-the-art algorithms
developed on the W3C data set perform in the alternative scenario
of the type described above? More generally, do the lessons from
the Expert Finding task at TREC carry over to this setting? How
does the inclusion or exclusion of different documents affect exper-
tise retrieval tasks? In addition to, how can the topical and organi-
zational structure be used for retrieval purposes?

To answer our research questions, we first present a set of base-
line approaches, based on generative language modeling, aimed at
finding associations between topics and people. This allows us to



formulate the expert finding and expert profiling tasks in a uniform
way, and has the added benefit of allowing us to understand the re-
lations between the two tasks. For our experimental evaluation, we
introduce a new data set (the UvT Expert Collection) which is rep-
resentative of the type of intranet that we described above. Our col-
lection is based on publicly available data, crawled from the web-
site of Tilburg University (UvT). This type of data is particularly
interesting, since (1) it is clean, heterogeneous, structured, and fo-
cused, but comprises a limited number of documents; (2) contains
information on the organizational hierarchy; (3) it is bilingual (En-
glish and Dutch); and (4) the list of expertise areas of an individual
are provided by the employees themselves. Using the UvT Expert
collection, we conduct two sets of experiments. The first is aimed
at determining the effectiveness of baseline expertise finding and
profiling methods in this new setting. A second group of experi-
ments is aimed at extensions of the baseline methods that exploit
characteristic features of the UvT Expert Collection; specifically,
we propose and evaluate refined expert finding and profiling meth-
ods that incorporate topicality and organizational structure.

Apart from the research questions and data set that we contribute,
our main contributions are as follows. The baseline models devel-
oped for expertise finding perform well on the new data set. While
on the W3C setting the expert finding task appears to be more dif-
ficult than profiling, for the UvT data the opposite is the case. We
find that profiling on the UvT data set is considerably more dif-
ficult than on the W3C set, which we believe is due to the large
(but realistic) number of topical areas that we used for profiling:
about 1,500 for the UvT set, versus 50 in the W3C case. Tak-
ing the similarity between topics into account can significantly im-
prove retrieval performance. The best performing similarity mea-
sures are content-based, therefore they can be applied on the W3C
(and other) settings as well. Finally, we demonstrate that the orga-
nizational structure can be exploited in the form of a context model,
improving MAP scores for certain models by up to 70%.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we review related work. Then, in Section 3 we provide de-
tailed descriptions of the expertise retrieval tasks that we address
in this paper: expert finding and expert profiling. In Section 4 we
present our baseline models, of which the performance is then as-
sessed in Section 6 using the UvT data set that we introduce in Sec-
tion 5. Advanced models exploiting specific features of our data are
presented in Section 7 and evaluated in Section 8. We formulate our
conclusions in Section 9.

2. RELATED WORK
Initial approaches to expertise finding often employed databases

containing information on the skills and knowledge of each individ-
ual in the organization [11]. Most of these tools (usually called yel-
low pages or people-finding systems) rely on people to self-assess
their skills against a predefined set of keywords. For updating pro-
files in these systems in an automatic fashion there is a need for
intelligent technologies [5]. More recent approaches use specific
document sets (such as email [6] or software [18]) to find expertise.
In contrast with focusing on particular document types, there is also
an increased interest in the development of systems that index and
mine published intranet documents as sources of evidence for ex-
pertise. One such published approach is the P@noptic system [9],
which builds a representation of each person by concatenating all
documents associated with that person—this is similar to Model 1
of Balog et al. [4], who formalize and compare two methods. Balog
et al.’s Model 1 directly models the knowledge of an expert from
associated documents, while their Model 2 first locates documents
on the topic and then finds the associated experts. In the reported
experiments the second method performs significantly better when

there are sufficiently many associated documents per candidate.
Most systems that took part in the 2005 and 2006 editions of the
Expert Finding task at TREC implemented (variations on) one of
these two models; see [10, 20]. Macdonald and Ounis [16] propose
a different approach for ranking candidate expertise with respect to
a topic based on data fusion techniques, without using collection-
specific heuristics; they find that applying field-based weighting
models improves the ranking of candidates. Petkova and Croft [19]
propose yet another approach, based on a combination of the above
Model 1 and 2, explicitly modeling topics.

Turning to other expert retrieval tasks that can also be addressed
using topic–people associations, Balog and de Rijke [3] addressed
the task of determining topical expert profiles. While their methods
proved to be efficient on the W3C corpus, they require an amount
of data that may not be available in the typical knowledge-intensive
organization. Balog and de Rijke [2] study the related task of find-
ing experts that are similar to a small set of experts given as input.

As an aside, creating a textual “summary” of a person shows
some similarities to biography finding, which has received a con-
siderable amount of attention recently; see e.g., [13].

We use generative language modeling to find associations be-
tween topics and people. In our modeling of expert finding and
profiling we collect evidence for expertise from multiple sources, in
a heterogeneous collection, and integrate it with the co-occurrence
of candidates’ names and query terms—the language modeling set-
ting allows us to do this in a transparent manner. Our modeling
proceeds in two steps. In the first step, we consider three baseline
models, two taken from [4] (the Models 1 and 2 mentioned above),
and one a refined version of a model introduced in [3] (which we
refer to as Model 3 below); this third model is also similar to the
model described by Petkova and Croft [19]. The models we con-
sider in our second round of experiments are mixture models sim-
ilar to contextual language models [1] and to the expanded doc-
uments of Tao et al. [21]; however, the features that we use for
definining our expansions—including topical structure and organi-
zational structure—have not been used in this way before.

3. TASKS
In the expertise retrieval scenario that we envisage, users seeking

expertise within an organization have access to an interface that
combines a search box (where they can search for experts or topics)
with navigational structures (of experts and of topics) that allows
them to click their way to an expert page (providing the profile of a
person) or a topic page (providing a list of experts on the topic).

To “feed” the above interface, we face two expertise retrieval
tasks,expert findingandexpert profiling, that we first define and
then formalize using generative language models. In order to model
either task, the probability of the query topic being associated to a
candidate expert plays a key role in the final estimates for searching
and profiling. By using language models, both the candidates and
the query are characterized by distributions of terms in the vocab-
ulary (used in the documents made available by the organization
whose expertise retrieval needs we are addressing).

3.1 Expert finding
Expert finding involves the task of finding the right person with

the appropriate skills and knowledge:Who are the experts on topic
X?. E.g., an employee wants to ascertain who worked on a particu-
lar project to find out why particular decisions were made without
having to trawl through documentation (if there is any). Or, they
may be in need a trained specialist for consultancy on a specific
problem.

Within an organization there are usually many possible candi-
dates who could be experts for given topic. We can state this prob-



lem as follows:

What is the probability of a candidateca being an ex-
pert given the query topicq?

That is, we determinep(ca|q), and rank candidatesca according to
this probability. The candidates with the highest probability given
the query are deemed the most likely experts for that topic. The
challenge is how to estimate this probability accurately. Since the
query is likely to consist of only a few terms to describe the exper-
tise required, we should be able to obtain a more accurate estimate
by invoking Bayes’ Theorem, and estimating:

p(ca|q) =
p(q|ca)p(ca)

p(q)
, (1)

wherep(ca) is the probability of a candidate andp(q) is the prob-
ability of a query. Sincep(q) is a constant, it can be ignored for
ranking purposes. Thus, the probability of a candidateca being an
expert given the queryq is proportional to the probability of a query
given the candidatep(q|ca), weighted by thea priori belief p(ca)
that candidateca is an expert.

p(ca|q) ∝ p(q|ca)p(ca) (2)

In this paper our main focus is on estimating the probability of
a query given the candidatep(q|ca), because this probability cap-
tures the extent to which the candidate knows about the query topic.
Whereas the candidate priors are generally assumed to be uniform—
and thus will not influence the ranking—it has been demonstrated
that a sensible choice of priors may improve the performance [20].

3.2 Expert profiling
While the task of expert searching was concerned with find-

ing experts given a particular topic, the task of expert profiling
seeks to answer a related question:What topics does a candidate
know about?Essentially, this turns the questions of expert finding
around. The profiling of an individual candidate involves the iden-
tification of areas of skills and knowledge that they have expertise
about and an evaluation of the level of proficiency in each of these
areas. This is the candidate’stopical profile.

Generally, topical profiles within organizations consist of tabu-
lar structures which explicitly catalogue the skills and knowledge
of each individual in the organization. However, such practice is
limited by the resources available for defining, creating, maintain-
ing, and updating these profiles over time. By focusing on auto-
matic methods which draw upon the available evidence within the
document repositories of an organization, our aim is to reduce the
human effort associated with the maintenance of topical profiles1.

A topical profile of a candidate, then, is defined as a vector where
each elementi of the vector corresponds to the candidateca’s ex-
pertise on a given topicki, (i.e.,s(ca, ki)). Each topicki defines a
particular knowledge area or skill that the organization uses to de-
fine the candidate’s topical profile. Thus, it is assumed that a list of
topics,{k1, . . . , kn}, wheren is the number of pre-defined topics,
is given:

profile(ca) = 〈s(ca, k1), s(ca, k2), . . . , s(ca, kn)〉. (3)
1Context and evidence are needed to help users of expertise find-
ing systems to decide whom to contact when seeking expertise in a
particular area. Examples of such context are:Who does she work
with? What are her contact details? Is she well-connected, just
in case she is not able to help us herself? What is her role in the
organization? Who is her superior?Collaborators, and affiliations,
etc. are all part of the candidate’ssocial profile, and can serve as
a background against which the system’s recommendations should
be interpreted. In this paper we only address the problem of deter-
mining topical profiles, and leave social profiling to further work.

We state the problem of quantifying the competence of a person on
a certain knowledge area as follows:

What is the probability of a knowledge area (ki) being
part of the candidate’s (expertise) profile?

wheres(ca, ki) is defined byp(ki|ca). Our task, then, is to es-
timatep(ki|ca), which is equivalent to the problem of obtaining
p(q|ca), where the topicki is represented as a query topicq, i.e., a
sequence of keywords representing the expertise required.

Both the expert finding and profiling tasks rely on the accurate
estimation ofp(q|ca). The only difference derives from the prior
probability that a person is an expert (p(ca)), which can be incor-
porated into the expert finding task. This prior does not apply to
the profiling task since the candidate (individual) is fixed.

4. BASELINE MODELS
In this section we describe our baseline models for estimating

p(q|ca), i.e., associations between topics and people. Both expert
finding and expert profiling boil down to this estimation. We em-
ploy three models for calculating this probability.

4.1 From topics to candidates

Using Candidate Models: Model 1Model 1 [4] defines the prob-
ability of a query given a candidate (p(q|ca)) using standard lan-
guage modeling techniques, based on a multinomial unigram lan-
guage model. For each candidateca, a candidate language model
θca is inferred such that the probability of a term givenθca is non-
zero for all terms, i.e.,p(t|θca) > 0. From the candidate model the
query is generated with the following probability:

p(q|θca) =
Y
t∈q

p(t|θca)n(t,q),

where each termt in the queryq is sampled identically and inde-
pendently, andn(t, q) is the number of timest occurs inq. The
candidate language model is inferred as follows: (1) an empirical
model p(t|ca) is computed; (2) it is smoothed with background
probabilities. Using the associations between a candidate and a
document, the probabilityp(t|ca) can be approximated by:

p(t|ca) =
X

d

p(t|d)p(d|ca),

wherep(d|ca) is the probability that candidateca generates a sup-
porting documentd, andp(t|d) is the probability of a termt occur-
ring in the documentd. We use the maximum-likelihood estimate
of a term, that is, the normalised frequency of the termt in docu-
mentd. The strength of the association between documentd and
candidateca expressed byp(d|ca) reflects the degree to which the
candidates expertise is described using this document. The estima-
tion of this probability is presented later, in Section 4.2.

The candidate model is then constructed as a linear interpolation
of p(t|ca) and the background modelp(t) to ensure there are no
zero probabilities, which results in the final estimation:

p(q|θca) = (4)Y
t∈q

(
(1 − λ)

 X
d

p(t|d)p(d|ca)

!
+ λp(t)

)n(t,q)

.

Model 1 amasses all the term information from all the documents
associated with the candidate, and uses this to represent that candi-
date. This model is used to predict how likely a candidate would
produce a queryq. This can can be intuitively interpreted as the
probability of this candidate talking about the query topic, where
we assume that this is indicative of their expertise.



Using Document Models: Model 2Model 2 [4] takes a differ-
ent approach. Here, the process is broken into two parts. Given
a candidateca, (1) a document that is associated with a candidate
is selected with probabilityp(d|ca), and (2) from this document a
queryq is generated with probabilityp(q|d). Then the sum over all
documents is taken to obtainp(q|ca), such that:

p(q|ca) =
X

d

p(q|d)p(d|ca). (5)

The probability of a query given a document is estimated by in-
ferring a document language modelθd for each documentd in a
similar manner as the candidate model was inferred:

p(t|θd) = (1 − λ)p(t|d) + λp(t), (6)

wherep(t|d) is the probability of the term in the document. The
probability of a query given the document model is:

p(q|θd) =
Y
t∈q

p(t|θd)n(t,q).

The final estimate ofp(q|ca) is obtained by substitutingp(q|d) for
p(q|θd) into Eq. 5 (see [4] for full details). Conceptually, Model 2
differs from Model 1 because the candidate is not directly modeled.
Instead, the document acts like a “hidden” variable in the process
which separates the query from the candidate. This process is akin
to how a user may search for candidates with a standard search
engine: initially by finding the documents which are relevant, and
then seeing who is associated with that document. By examining a
number of documents the user can obtain an idea of which candi-
dates are more likely to discuss the topicq.

Using Topic Models: Model 3We introduce a third model, Model 3.
Instead of attempting to model the query generation process via
candidate or document models, we represent the query as a topic
language model and directly estimate the probability of the can-
didatep(ca|q). This approach is similar to the model presented
in [3, 19]. As with the previous models, a language model is in-
ferred, but this time for the query. We adapt the work of Lavrenko
and Croft [14] to estimate a topic model from the query.

The procedure is as follows. Given a collection of documents
and a query topicq, it is assumed that there exists an unknown
topic modelθk that assigns probabilitiesp(t|θk) to the term occur-
rences in the topic documents. Both the query and the documents
are samples fromθk (as opposed to the previous approaches, where
a query is assumed to be sampled from a specific document or can-
didate model). The main task is to estimatep(t|θk), the probability
of a term given the topic model. Since the queryq is very sparse,
and as there are no examples of documents on the topic, this distri-
bution needs to be approximated. Lavrenko and Croft [14] suggest
a reasonable way of obtaining such an approximation, by assuming
thatp(t|θk) can be approximated by the probability of termt given
the queryq. We can then estimatep(t|q) using the joint probability
of observing the termt together with the query terms,q1, . . . , qm,
and dividing by the joint probability of the query terms:

p(t|θk) ≈ p(t|q) =
p(t, q1, . . . , qm)

p(q1, . . . , qm)

=
p(t, q1, . . . , qm)P

t′∈T p(t′, q1, . . . , qm)
,

wherep(q1, . . . , qm) =
P

t′∈T p(t′, q1, . . . , qm), andT is the en-
tire vocabulary of terms. In order to estimate the joint probability
p(t, q1, . . . , qm), we follow [14, 15] and assumet andq1, . . . , qm

are mutually independent, once we pick a source distribution from
the set of underlying source distributionsU . If we chooseU to be
a set of document models. then to construct this set, the queryq

would be issued against the collection, and the topn returned are
assumed to be relevant to the topic, and thus treated as samples
from the topic model. (Note that candidate models could be used
instead.) With the document models formingU , the joint probabil-
ity of term and query becomes:

p(t, q1, . . . , qm) =
X
d∈U

p(d)
˘
p(t|θd)

mY
i=1

p(qi|θd)
¯
. (7)

Here,p(d) denotes the prior distribution over the set U, which re-
flects the relevance of the document to the topic. We assume that
p(d) is uniform acrossU . In order to rank candidates according
to the topic model defined, we use theKullback-Leiblerdivergence
metric (KL, [8]) to measure the difference between the candidate
models and the topic model:

KL(θk||θca) =
X

t

p(t|θk) log
p(t|θk)

p(t|θca)
. (8)

Candidates with a smaller divergence from the topic model are con-
sidered to be more likely experts on that topic. The candidate model
θca is defined in Eq. 4. By using KL divergence instead of the prob-
ability of a candidate given the topic modelp(ca|θk), we avoid
normalization problems.

4.2 Document-candidate associations
For our models we need to be able to estimate the probability

p(d|ca), which expresses the extent to which a documentd charac-
terizes the candidateca. In [4], two methods are presented for esti-
mating this probability, based on the number of person names rec-
ognized in a document. However, in our (intranet) setting it is rea-
sonable to assume that authors of documents can unambiguously be
identified (e.g., as the author of an article, the teacher assigned to a
course, the owner of a web page, etc.) Hence, we setp(d|ca) to be
1 if candidateca is author of documentd, otherwise the probability
is 0. In Section 6 we describe how authorship can be determined
on different types of documents within the collection.

5. THE UVT EXPERT COLLECTION
The UvT Expert collection used in the experiments in this paper

fits the scenario outlined in Section 3. The collection is based on
the Webwijs (“Webwise”) system developed at Tilburg University
(UvT) in the Netherlands. Webwijs (http://www.uvt.nl/
webwijs/ ) is a publicly accessible database of UvT employees
who are involved in research or teaching; currently, Webwijs con-
tains information about 1168 experts, each of whom has a page with
contact information and, if made available by the expert, a research
description and publications list. In addition, each expert can se-
lect expertise areas from a list of 1491 topics and is encouraged to
suggest new topics that need to be approved by the Webwijs editor.
Each topic has a separate page that shows all experts associated
with that topic and, if available, a list of related topics.

Webwijs is available in Dutch and English, and this bilinguality
has been preserved in the collection. Every Dutch Webwijs page
has an English translation. Not all Dutch topics have an English
translation, but the reverse is true: the 981 English topics all have a
Dutch equivalent.

About 42% of the experts teach courses at Tilburg University;
these courses were also crawled and included in the profile. In ad-
dition, about 27% of the experts link to their academic homepage
from their Webwijs page. These home pages were crawled and
added to the collection. (This means that if experts put the full-text
versions of their publications on their academic homepage, these
were also available for indexing.) We also obtained 1880 full-text
versions of publications from the UvT institutional repository and

http://www.uvt.nl/webwijs/
http://www.uvt.nl/webwijs/


converted them to plain text. We ran theTextCat [23] language
identifier to classify the language of the home pages and the full-
text publications. We restricted ourselves to pages where the clas-
sifier was confident about the language used on the page.

This resulted in four document types: research descriptions (RD),
course descriptions (CD), publications (PUB; full-text and citation-
only versions), and academic homepages (HP). Everything was
bundled into the UvT Expert collection which is available athttp:
//ilk.uvt.nl/uvt-expert-collection/ .

The UvT Expert collection was extracted from a different orga-
nizational setting than the W3C collection and differs from it in
a number of ways. The UvT setting is one with relatively small
amounts of multilingual data. Document-author associations are
clear and the data is structured and clean. The collection covers a
broad range of expertise areas, as one can typically find on intranets
of universities and other knowledge-intensive institutes. Addition-
ally, our university setting features several types of structure (top-
ical and organizational), as well as multiple document types. An-
other important difference between the two data sets is that the ex-
pertise areas in the UvT Expert collection are self-selected instead
of being based on group membership or assignments by others.

Size is another dimension along which the W3C and UvT Expert
collections differ: the latter is the smaller of the two. Also realistic
are the large differences in the amount of information available for
each expert. Utilizing Webwijs is voluntary; 425 Dutch experts
did not select any topics at all. This leaves us with 743 Dutch and
727 English usable expert profiles. Table 2 provides descriptive
statistics for the UvT Expert collection.

Universities tend to have a hierarchical structure that goes from
the faculty level, to departments, research groups, down to the in-
dividual researchers. In the UvT Expert collection we have in-
formation about the affiliations of researchers with faculties and
institutes, providing us with a two-level organizational hierarchy.
Tilburg University has 22 organizational units at the faculty level
(including the university office and several research institutes) and
71 departments, which amounts to 3.2 departments per faculty. As
to the topical hierarchy used by Webwijs, 131 of the 1491 topics
are top nodes in the hierarchy. This hierarchy has an average topic
chain length of 2.65 and a maximum length of 7 topics.

6. EVALUATION
We present an experimental evaluation on the UvT Expert collec-

tion of Section 4’s baseline models for expert finding and profiling.
We list our research questions, describe our experimental setup, and

Dutch English
no. of experts 1168 1168
no. of experts with≥ 1 topic 743 727
no. of topics 1491 981
no. of expert-topic pairs 4318 3251
avg. no. of topics/expert 5.8 5.9
max. no. of topics/expert (no. of experts) 60 (1) 35 (1)
min. no. of topics/expert (no. of experts) 1 (74) 1 (106)
avg. no. of experts/topic 2.9 3.3
max. no. of experts/topic (no. of topics) 30 (1) 30 (1)
min. no. of experts/topic (no. of topics) 1 (615) 1 (346)
no. of experts with HP 318 318
no. of experts with CD 318 318
avg. no. of CDs per teaching expert 3.5 3.5
no. of experts with RD 329 313
no. of experts with PUB 734 734
avg. no. of PUBs per expert 27.0 27.0
avg. no. of PUB citations per expert 25.2 25.2
avg. no. of full-text PUBs per expert 1.8 1.8

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the Dutch and English versions
of the UvT Expert collection.

then present our results.

6.1 Research Questions
We address the following research questions. Both expert finding

and profiling rely on the estimations ofp(q|ca). The question is
how the models compare on the different tasks, and in the setting of
the UvT Expert collection. In [4], Model 2 outperformed Model 1
on the W3C collection. How do they compare on our data set? And
how does Model 3 compare to Model 1? What about performance
differences between the two languages in our test collection?

6.2 Experimental Setup
The output of our models was evaluated against the self-assigned

topic labels, which were treated as relevance judgements. Results
were evaluated separately for English and Dutch. For English we
only used topics for which the Dutch translation was available; for
Dutch all topics were considered. The results were averaged for
the queries in the intersection of relevance judgements and results;
missing queries do not contribute a value of 0 to the scores.

We use standard information retrieval measures, such as Mean
Average Precision (MAP) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). We
also report the percentage of topics (%q) and candidates (%ca) cov-
ered, for the expert finding and profiling tasks, respectively.

6.3 Results
Table 1 shows the performance of Model 1, 2, and 3 on the ex-

pert finding and profiling tasks. The rows of the table correspond
to the various document types (RD, CD, PUB, and HP) and to their
combinations. RD+CD+PUB+HP is equivalent to the full collec-
tion and will be referred as the BASELINE of our experiments.

Looking at Table 1 we see that Model 2 performs the best across
the board. However, when the data is clean and very focused (RD),
Model 3 outperforms it in a number of cases. Model 1 has the
best coverage of candidates (%ca) and topics (%q). The various
document types differ in their characteristics and how they improve
the finding and profiling tasks. Expert profiling benefits much from
the clean data present in the RD and CD document types, while the
publications contribute the most to the expert finding task. Adding
the homepages does not prove to be particularly useful.

When we compare the results across languages, we find that the
coverage of English topics (%q) is higher than of the Dutch ones
for expert finding. Apart from that, the scores fall in the same range
for both languages. For the profiling task the coverage of the can-
didates (%ca) is very similar for both languages. However, the per-
formance is substantially better for the English topics.

While it is hard to compare scores across collections, we con-
clude with a brief comparison of the absolute scores in Table 1 to
those reported in [3, 4] on the W3C test set (2005 edition). For
expert finding the MAP scores for Model 2 reported here are about
50% higher than the corresponding figures in [4], while our MRR
scores are slightly below those in [4]. For expert profiling, the dif-
ferences are far more dramatic: the MAP scores for Model 2 re-
ported here are around 50% below the scores in [3], while the (best)
MRR scores are about the same as those in [3]. The cause for the
latter differences seems to reside in the number of knowledge areas
considered here—approx. 30 times more than in the W3C setting.

7. ADVANCED MODELS
Now that we have developed and assessed basic language mod-

eling techniques for expertise retrieval, we turn to refined models
that exploit special features of our test collection.

7.1 Exploiting knowledge area similarity

http://ilk.uvt.nl/uvt-expert-collection/
http://ilk.uvt.nl/uvt-expert-collection/


Expert finding Expert profiling
Document types Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

%q MAP MRR %q MAP MRR %q MAP MRR %ca MAP MRR %ca MAP MRR %ca MAP MRR
English
RD 97.80.126 0.269 83.50.144 0.311 83.3 0.129 0.271 100 0.089 0.189 39.30.232 0.465 41.1 0.166 0.337
CD 97.80.118 0.227 91.70.123 0.248 91.7 0.118 0.226 32.80.188 0.381 32.4 0.1950.385 32.70.2030.370
PUB 97.8 0.200 0.330 98.0 0.216 0.372 98.00.145 0.257 78.90.167 0.364 74.50.212 0.442 78.90.135 0.299
HP 97.8 0.081 0.186 97.4 0.071 0.168 97.2 0.062 0.149 31.20.150 0.299 28.80.185 0.335 30.1 0.136 0.287
RD+CD 97.80.188 0.352 92.90.193 0.360 92.9 0.150 0.273 100 0.145 0.286 61.30.251 0.477 63.2 0.217 0.416
RD+CD+PUB 97.8 0.235 0.373 98.1 0.277 0.439 98.10.178 0.305 100 0.196 0.380 87.20.280 0.533 89.5 0.170 0.344
RD+CD+PUB+HP 97.8 0.237 0.372 98.6 0.280 0.441 98.5 0.166 0.293 100 0.199 0.387 88.70.281 0.525 90.9 0.169 0.329
Dutch
RD 61.30.094 0.229 38.40.137 0.336 38.3 0.127 0.295 38.00.127 0.386 34.10.138 0.420 38.00.105 0.327
CD 61.30.107 0.212 49.7 0.128 0.256 49.70.136 0.261 32.50.151 0.389 31.8 0.1580.396 32.5 0.1700.380
PUB 61.30.193 0.319 59.50.218 0.368 59.4 0.173 0.291 78.80.126 0.364 76.00.150 0.424 78.80.103 0.294
HP 61.30.063 0.169 56.60.064 0.175 56.4 0.062 0.163 29.80.108 0.308 27.80.125 0.338 29.80.098 0.255
RD+CD 61.30.159 0.314 51.90.184 0.360 51.9 0.169 0.324 60.50.151 0.410 57.20.166 0.431 60.4 0.159 0.384
RD+CD+PUB 61.3 0.244 0.398 61.5 0.260 0.424 61.4 0.210 0.350 90.30.165 0.445 88.20.189 0.479 90.30.126 0.339
RD+CD+PUB+HP 61.3 0.249 0.401 62.6 0.265 0.436 62.60.195 0.344 91.90.164 0.426 90.10.195 0.488 91.90.125 0.328

Table 1: Performance of the models on the expert finding and profiling tasks, using different document types and their combinations.
%q is the number of topics covered (applies to the expert finding task), %ca is the number of candidates covered (applies to the
expert profiling task). The top and bottom blocks correspond to English and Dutch respectively. The best scores are in boldface.

One way to improve the scoring of a query given a candidate is
to consider what other requests the candidate would satisfy and use
them as further evidence to support the original query, proportional
to how related the other requests are to the original query. This can
be modeled by interpolating between thep(q|ca) and the further
supporting evidence from all similar requestsq′, as follows:

p′(q|ca) = λp(q|ca) + (1 − λ)
X
q′

p(q|q′)p(q′|ca), (9)

wherep(q|q′) represents the similarity between the two topicsq
and q′. To be able to work with similarity methods that are not

necessarily probabilities, we setp(q|q′) = w(q,q′)
γ

, whereγ is
a normalizing constant, such thatγ =

P
q
′′ w(q′′, q′). We con-

sider four methods for calculating the similarity score between two
topics. Three approaches are strictly content-based, and establish
similarity by examining co-occurrence patterns of topics within the
collection, while the last approach exploits the hierarchical struc-
ture of topical areas that may be present within an organization (see
[7] for further examples of integrating word relationships into lan-
guage models).

The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence metric defined in Eq. 8
provides a measure of how different or similar two probability dis-
tributions are. A topic model is inferred forq and q′ using the
method presented in Section 4.1 to describe the query across the
entire vocabulary. Since a lower KL score means the queries are
more similar, we letw(q, q′) = max(KL(θq||·) − KL(θq||θq′)).

Pointwise Mutual Information(PMI, [17]) is a measure of asso-
ciation used in information theory to determine the extent of inde-
pendence between variables. The dependence between two queries
is reflected by theSI(q, q′) score, where scores greater than zero
indicate that it is likely that there is a dependence, which we take
to mean that the queries are likely to be similar:

SI(q, q′) = log
p(q, q′)

p(q)p(q′)
(10)

We estimate the probability of a topicp(q) using the number of
documents relevant to queryq within the collection. The joint
probability p(q, q′) is estimated similarly, by using the concate-
nation of q and q′ as a query. To obtainp(q|q′), we then set
w(q, q′) = SI(q, q′) whenSI(q, q′) > 0 otherwisew(q, q′) = 0,
because we are only interested in including queries that are similar.

The log-likelihoodstatistic provides another measure of depen-
dence, which is more reliable than the pointwise mutual informa-

tion measure [17]. Letk1 be the number of co-occurrences ofq
andq′, k2 the number of occurrences ofq not co-occurring withq′,
n1 the total number of occurrences ofq′, andn2 the total number
of topic tokens minus the number of occurrences ofq′. Then, let
p1 = k1/n1, p2 = k2/n2, andp = (k1 + k2)/(n1 + n2),

``(q, q′) = 2(`(p1, k1, n1) + `(p2, k2, n2)

− `(p, k1, n1) − `(p, k2, n2)),

where`(p, n, k) = k log p + (n − k) log(1 − p). The higher̀ `
score indicate that queries are also likely to be similar, thus we set
w(q, q′) = ``(q, q′).

Finally, we also estimate the similarity of two topics based on
their distance within the topic hierarchy. The topic hierarchy is
viewed as a directed graph, and for all topic-pairs the shortest path
SP (q, q′) is calculated. We set the similarity score to be the recip-
rocal of the shortest path:w(q, q′) = 1/SP (q, q′).

7.2 Contextual information
Given the hierarchy of an organization, the units to which a per-

son belong are regarded as a context so as to compensate for data
sparseness. We model it as follows:

p′(q|ca) =
“
1 −

P
ou∈OU(ca) λou

”
· p(q|ca)

+
P

ou∈OU(ca) λou · p(q|ou),

whereOU(ca) is the set of organizational units of which candi-
dateca is a member of, andp(q|o) expresses the strength of the
association between queryq and the unitou. The latter probability
can be estimated using either of the three basic models, by simply
replacingca with ou in the corresponding equations. An organi-
zational unit is associated with all the documents that its members
have authored. That is,p(d|ou) = maxca∈ou p(d|ca).

7.3 A simple multilingual model
For knowledge institutes in Europe, academic or otherwise, a

multilingual (or at least bilingual) setting is typical. The following
model builds on a kind of independence assumption: there is no
spill-over of expertise/profiles across language boundaries. While a
simplification, this is a sensible first approach. That is:p′(q|ca) =P

l∈L λl · p(ql|ca), whereL is the set of languages used in the
collection,ql is the translation of the queryq to languagel, andλl is
a language specific smoothing parameter, such that

P
l∈L λl = 1.



Expert finding Expert profiling
Language Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

%q MAP MRR %q MAP MRR %q MAP MRR %ca MAP MRR %ca MAP MRR %ca MAP MRR
English only 97.8 0.237 0.372 98.6 0.280 0.441 98.5 0.166 0.293 100 0.199 0.387 88.7 0.281 0.525 90.9 0.169 0.329
Dutch only 61.3 0.249 0.401 62.6 0.265 0.436 62.6 0.195 0.344 91.9 0.164 0.426 90.1 0.195 0.488 91.9 0.125 0.328
Combination 99.4 0.297 0.444 99.7 0.324 0.491 99.70.223 0.388 100 0.241 0.445 92.10.313 0.564 93.2 0.224 0.411

Table 3: Performance of the combination of languages on the expert finding and profiling tasks (on candidates). Best scores for each
model are in italic, absolute best scores for the expert finding and profiling tasks are in boldface.

8. ADVANCED MODELS: EVALUATION
In this section we present an experimental evaluation of our ad-

vanced models.

8.1 Research Questions
Our questions follow the refinements presented in the preceding

section: Does exploiting the knowledge area similarity improve ef-
fectiveness? Which of the various methods for capturing word re-
lationships is most effective? Furthermore, is our way of bringing
in contextual information useful? For which tasks? And finally, is
our simple way of combining the monolingual scores sufficient for
obtaining significant improvements?

8.2 Experimental setup
Given that the self-assessments are also sparse in our collection,

in order to be able to measure differences between the various mod-
els, we selected a subset of topics, and evaluated (some of the) runs
only on this subset. This set is referred asmain topics, and consists
of topics that are located at the top level of the topical hierarchy. (A
main topic has subtopics, but is not a subtopic of any other topic.)
This main set consists of 132 Dutch and 119 English topics. The
relevance judgements were restricted to the main topic set, but were
not expanded with subtopics.

8.3 Exploiting knowledge area similarity
Table 4 presents the results. The four methods used for estimat-

ing knowledge-area similarity are KL divergence (KLDIV), Point-
wise mutual information (PMI), Log-likelihood (LL), and distance
within topic hierarchy (HDIST). We managed to improve upon the
baseline in all cases, however the improvement is more noticeable
for the profiling task. For both tasks, the LL method performed the
best. The content-based approaches performed consistently better
than HDIST.

8.4 Contextual information
A two level hierarchy of organizational units (faculties and insti-

tutes) is available in the UvT Expert collection. The unit a person
belongs to is used as a context for that person. First, we evaluated
the models of the organizational units, using all topics (ALL) and
only the main topics (MAIN). An organizational unit is considered
to be relevant for a given topic (or vice versa) if at least one member
of the unit selected the given topic as an expertise area.

Table 5 reports on the results. As far as expert finding goes, given
a topic, the corresponding organizational unit can be identified with
high precision. However, the expert profiling task shows a different
picture: the scores are low, and the task seems hard. The explana-
tion may be that general concepts (i.e., our main topics) may belong
to several organizational units.

Second, we performed another evaluation, where we combined
the contextual models with the candidate models (to score candi-
dates again). Table 6 reports on the results. We find a positive
impact of the context models only for expert finding. Noticably,
for expert finding (and Model 1), it improves over 50% (for En-
glish) and over 70% (for Dutch) on MAP. The poor performance

Method Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
MAP MRR MAP MRR MAP MRR

English
BASELINE 0.296 0.454 0.339 0.509 0.221 0.333
KLDIV 0.291 0.453 0.327 0.503 0.219 0.330
PMI 0.291 0.453 0.337 0.509 0.219 0.331
LL 0.319 0.490 0.360 0.524 0.233 0.368
HDIST 0.299 0.465 0.346 0.537 0.219 0.332

Dutch
BASELINE 0.240 0.350 0.271 0.403 0.227 0.389
KLDIV 0.239 0.347 0.253 0.386 0.224 0.385
PMI 0.239 0.350 0.260 0.392 0.227 0.389
LL 0.255 0.372 0.281 0.425 0.231 0.389
HDIST 0.253 0.365 0.271 0.407 0.236 0.402

Method Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
MAP MRR MAP MRR MAP MRR

English
BASELINE 0.485 0.546 0.499 0.548 0.381 0.416
KLDIV 0.510 0.564 0.513 0.558 0.381 0.416
PMI 0.486 0.546 0.495 0.542 0.407 0.451
LL 0.558 0.589 0.586 0.617 0.408 0.453
HDIST 0.507 0.567 0.512 0.563 0.386 0.420

Dutch
BASELINE 0.263 0.313 0.294 0.358 0.262 0.315
KLDIV 0.284 0.336 0.271 0.321 0.261 0.314
PMI 0.265 0.317 0.265 0.316 0.273 0.330
LL 0.312 0.351 0.330 0.377 0.284 0.331
HDIST 0.280 0.327 0.288 0.341 0.266 0.321

Table 4: Performance on the expert finding (top) and profiling
(bottom) tasks, using knowledge area similarities. Runs were
evaluated on the main topics set. Best scores are in boldface.

on expert profiling may be due to the fact that context models alone
did not perform very well on the profiling task to begin with.

8.5 Multilingual models
In this subsection we evaluate the method for combining re-

sults across multiple languages that we described in Section 7.3.
In our setting the set of languages consists of English and Dutch:
L = {UK ,NL}. The weights on these languages were set to be
identical (λUK = λNL = 0.5). We performed experiments with
variousλ settings, but did not observe significant differences in
performance.

Table 3 reports on the multilingual results, where performance is
evaluated on the full topic set. All three models significantly im-
proved over all measures for both tasks. The coverage of topics and
candidates for the expert finding and profiling tasks, respectively, is
close to 100% in all cases. The relative improvement of the preci-
sion scores ranges from 10% to 80%. These scores demonstrate
that despite its simplicity, our method for combining results over
languages achieves substantial improvements over the baseline.

9. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we focused on expertise retrieval (expert finding



Lang. Topics Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
MAP MRR MAP MRR MAP MRR

Expert finding
UK ALL 0.423 0.545 0.654 0.799 0.494 0.629
UK MAIN 0.500 0.621 0.704 0.834 0.587 0.699
NL ALL 0.439 0.560 0.672 0.826 0.480 0.630
NL MAIN 0.440 0.584 0.645 0.816 0.515 0.655

Expert profiling
UK ALL 0.240 0.640 0.306 0.778 0.223 0.616
UK MAIN 0.523 0.677 0.519 0.648 0.461 0.587
NL ALL 0.203 0.716 0.254 0.770 0.183 0.627
NL MAIN 0.332 0.576 0.380 0.624 0.332 0.549

Table 5: Evaluating the context models on organizational units.

Lang. Method Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
MAP MRR MAP MRR MAP MRR

Expert finding
UK BL 0.296 0.454 0.339 0.509 0.221 0.333
UK CT 0.330 0.491 0.342 0.500 0.228 0.342
NL BL 0.240 0.350 0.271 0.403 0.227 0.389
NL CT 0.251 0.382 0.267 0.410 0.246 0.404

Expert profiling
UK BL 0.485 0.546 0.499 0.548 0.381 0.416
UK CT 0.562 0.620 0.508 0.558 0.440 0.486
NL BL 0.263 0.313 0.294 0.358 0.262 0.315
NL CT 0.330 0.384 0.317 0.387 0.294 0.345

Table 6: Performance of the context models (CT) compared to
the baseline (BL). Best scores are in boldface.

and profiling) in a new setting of a typical knowledge-intensive or-
ganization in which the available data is of high quality, multilin-
gual, and covering a broad range of expertise area. Typically, the
amount of available data in such an organization (e.g., a university,
a research institute, or a research lab) is limited when compared to
the W3C collection that has mostly been used for the experimen-
tal evaluation of expertise retrieval so far. To examine expertise
retrieval in this setting, we introduced (and released) the UvT Ex-
pert collection as a representative case of such knowledge inten-
sive organizations. The new collection reflects the typical proper-
ties of knowledge-intensive institutes noted above and also includes
several features which may are potentially useful for expertise re-
trieval, such as topical and organizational structure.

We evaluated how current state-of-the-art models for expert find-
ing and profiling performed in this new setting and then refined
these models in order to try and exploit the different characteris-
tics within the data environment (language, topicality, and orga-
nizational structure). We found that current models of expertise
retrieval generalize well to this new environment; in addition we
found that refining the models to account for the differences results
in significant improvements, thus making up for problems caused
by data sparseness issues.

Future work includes the manual assessments of the automati-
cally generated profiles by the employees themselves.
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